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Version 2.5 Enhancements

• Record of power consumption by job
  • New `acct_gather_energy` plugin infrastructure

• User control over CPU frequency
  • New `srun --cpu-freq` option

• Added ability to reserve all nodes in a partition
  • Reservation updated when nodes added to or removed from a partition

• Boards added to node topology information
  • In addition to sockets, cores, thread, and Gres
Version 2.5 Enhancements

- Support for Intel MIC (Xeon Phi) Processor
  - Offloading only, not running as stand alone node

- Substantial performance improvements
  - Throughput up to 630 jobs per second

- Integration with IBM Parallel Environment
  - New launch plugin infrastructure
    - New launch/slurm, launch/poe, and launch/runjob plugins
    - New switch/nrt plugin
Version 2.5 Enhancements

- Advanced reservation of cores, not nodes
  - Not currently available for BlueGene

- Ability to exclude accounts and users from reservation
  - Example: account=science users-=adam

- Node's CPU_Load information available

- Streamlined installation on Cray with RPMs
  - Launch/aprun plug for better srun support
Release Status

• Version 2.5.0-rc1 (release candidate one) available now and undergoing testing

• Release of version 2.5.0 planned late in November

• Release version 2.6 planned 2nd quarter 2013
  • Continue with major release about every 6 months
Version 2.6 Enhancements (Preliminary)

- Scheduling optimized for energy efficiency
  - Based upon infrastructure/hardware power limits and job energy needs
  - Temperature aware

- License Management integration with FlexLM/Flexnet Publisher
Version 2.6 Enhancements (Preliminary)

- Integration with MapReduce
  - Orders of magnitude performance improvement

- Improved support for Intel MIC (Xeon Phi) Processor
  - Use as stand-alone Slurm compute node

- Finer-grained BlueGene resource management
  - Partitions/queues and advanced reservations managed by c-node rather than midplane
Version 2.6 Enhancements (Preliminary)

- Partition parameter $MaxCPUsPerNode$
  - Use to reserve some CPUs for use with GPUs

```
# Excerpt from slurm.conf

# JobSubmitPlugins=limit_gpu_use_by_partition  # Site-specific script
#
NodeName=tux[1-128] CPUs=12 Gres=gpu:1
#
PartitionName=cpu Default=yes Nodes=tux[1-128] MaxCPUsPerNode=10
PartitionName=gpu Default=no  Nodes=tux[1-128] MaxCPUsPerNode=12
```